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EDITOR’S NOTE

Stepping Back into History
Sometimes it can be fun to look back at history. Better Software magazine has provided innovative
and pragmatic information for the software development and testing community for more than
twenty years. TechWell has focused on finding the best articles that can benefit its readers over the
long term. By avoiding deep dives into specific technologies that could easily become outdated with
new innovation, we’ve concentrated on principles that will serve you well beyond the latest fad.
Better Software articles will help you create—no surprise— better software! The magazine started
out as Software QA magazine in the mid-1990s with a focus on testing. The magazine was renamed
to Testing & Quality, then to Software Test & Quality Engineering before finally evolving into Better
Software. The design of the magazine has definitely changed along the way:

Ken Whitaker
kwhitaker@techwell.com
Twitter: @Software_Maniac

Whether you are a tester, developer, project manager, or another seasoned software professional,
Better Software strives to help you improve the delivery of quality software products and services.
In this issue’s cover article, “Great Big Agile: An OS for Agile Leaders,” Jeff Dalton gives us something
to think about in terms of how an agile approach shapes a company’s culture. Regina Evans has an urgent call to arms on how to engage with customers in “All Customers Are Not Created Equal.” For those
of you who test for a living, you’ll enjoy Amanda Perkins’s article, “QA Is More Than Being a Tester.”
Over the past few years, we’ve focused on automation and continuous processes. But just because

FOLLOW US

you use automated tests, it doesn’t mean that product quality improves. To round out our feature
articles, you’ll learn three ways to avoid major test failures in Bas Dijkstra’s “Supporting Continuous
Testing with Automation.”
In our regular “Technically Speaking” column, Mike Sowers offers some creative ways to bake quality
into your product in “Using Agile and DevOps to Achieve Quality by Design.” If you are looking for
some career advice, Bonnie Bailey states the importance of expanding your knowledge in “Be Indispensable: Cross-Train like a Testing Athlete.”
Thanks for helping us celebrate over twenty years of Better Software magazine. Enjoy this issue, folks.
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s the prolific and popular SPaMCAST podcaster Tom

How Agile Is Your Organization?

Cagley proclaimed during his keynote at the 2017 Ag-

I have witnessed only a few examples of large organizations

ile Leadership Camp, “Values aren’t really what mat-

that have been successful with true agility. Far more insist that

ters; behavior matters.” Cagley, who has interviewed more than

they are agile by merely adopting a couple of techniques or cere-

five hundred technology leaders on his podcast series, hit the nail

monies within an otherwise command-and-control, low-trust, and

squarely on the head. Culture is usually derived from organiza-

traditional operating model.

tional values.

Even with impediments to self-organization and agility, com-

The behavior of team members, business stakeholders, part-

panies and government agencies are increasingly turning to ag-

ners, and leadership is all that matters, as it demonstrates real,

ile frameworks because they sense, correctly, that by improving

as opposed to stated, culture. Too many companies say the words

their methods and tools, they may increase customer satisfaction,

while demonstrating antipatterns that proliferate throughout the

speed delivery of value, and raise the quality of software, systems

organization. Instead, companies should project and promote be-

and services. The problem is, they often think that it’s only about

haviors that build scalable and sustainable self-organization at

changing their methods and tools, and they give short shrift to the

all levels.

power of culture.

While many leaders are asking about scaling agility these days,

Once the domain of mid-size software companies, “agile-like,”

they’re asking the wrong question. They should be asking how to

a term that describes an organization that adopts some agile cere-

scale self-organization using a healthy dose of agile values, frame-

monies without the accompanying organizational change, has be-

works, and techniques.

come mainstream in the IT shops of Fortune 100 companies and

From time to time, people have made attempts to transition

government agencies.

from the “rules of men” to the “rules of nature,” a system that more
closely mimics the natural world. This is where the scales are inverted, roles and accountabilities are dispersed throughout the organization, and people go about the sometimes messy process of
organizing themselves without having to ask permission from any
business leader.
In more than one hundred organizations we’ve assessed, tech
leaders tell us that they want to push decision-making down and
give their teams greater autonomy, but their behaviors are in conflict with agile values, creating an organizational type mismatch.
In other words, the API is broken, and the architecture needs to
change.

Introducing Great Big Agile
The concept of “great big agile” requires leadership at all lev-

The concept of “great big
agile” requires leadership
at all levels, just not the
kind we are used to.
Why Agile Matters

els, just not the kind we are used to. Simply working with an agile

Without exception, all of the organizations I work with have

coach to implement well-known ceremonies is not enough. Meta-

expressed an interest in “going agile,” if they have not already

phorically, the operating system needs an upgrade.

done so. This is a strategic decision that has deep-rooted cultural

In today’s corporate hierarchies where command-and-control

implications and should not be taken lightly. Many leaders do not

structures, low trust, long-term planning, and risk management

realize the extent to which they have to change the way they be-

reign supreme, the skills required to thrive and survive are any-

have.

thing but agile. This leaves agile teams to push the culture uphill,
leading to unpredictable results once business operations expand

There are several reasons why an organization should transition to a model that is agile and self-organizing:

beyond the boundaries of the core agile team. This creates cha-

Agile frameworks reduce the cost of failure. It is conven-

os because information technology, operations, marketing, infra-

tional wisdom in the technology industry that failure is inevitable,

structure, business development, sales, and end-users are not on

with many companies seeing failure rates as high as 70 percent. [1]

the same page.

Research conducted by organizations such as the Project Manage-

Agile without self-organization isn’t agile at all. There is noth-

ment Institute and the Software Engineering Institute has consis-

ing wrong with adopting ceremonies and techniques that are most

tently confirmed high failure rates, so it makes sense to seek solu-

commonly identified as being agile, and many companies have

tions that assume failure, not success, and to simply reduce its cost.

found some success with that, but the power of agile values and

Failure is not just an option; it should be expected. A foun-

their associated frameworks grows exponentially once self-orga-

dational premise of agile is to acknowledge that failure is normal,

nization is perfected.

and we should plan to fail fast and learn as much as we can.
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This reduces a project’s cost while allowing teams to redirect

the very agile ceremonies they use and leaves the organization

efforts toward a more successful approach through the use of ex-

without the benefits they were hoping to achieve. Out of more than

perimentation, retrospectives, and short, timeboxed iterations.

two hundred companies assessed by AgileCxO and its partners:

Quality professionals will recognize this as an application of
W. Edwards Deming’s “plan-do-check-act” framework of continuous improvement applied in short iterations. [2]

• More than 90 percent assigned project managers for task
management, oversight, and control of agile teams
• More than half did not conduct regular retrospectives

Agile methods deliver business value to end-users more
quickly. Value is delivered more quickly with an iterative and
incremental delivery approach due to low-value features being
de-prioritized or discarded, freeing up valuable resources to focus

• Almost half conflated story points with hours yet still considered velocity to be a reliable metric
• Most made no changes to governance, infrastructure, or training to support agile adoption

on the high-priority needs of the customer.
downward,

These obvious conflicts with agile values result in a scenario

freeing leaders to focus on strategy. For decades, the technolo-

Self-organization

pushes

decision-making

where leaders may desire agility but continue to apply low-trust

gy industry has explored ways to push decisions downward. Agile

defined process control models to run the business, when a high-

frameworks finally provide a model that can make that a reality, if

trust, empirical process control model is required for successful

only leaders are willing to accept their role as enablers rather than

agility. This friction, often manifesting itself as “Scrummerfall” or

task managers. A successful agile team requires minimal over-

“ScrumBut” (“we’re agile, but…”), corrupts and degrades the very

sight, makes day-to-day operational decisions, collaborates with

performance that agile leaders are seeking to achieve.

business customers, and delivers business value without the need
for continuous management intervention.
Agile complements important IT industry models. If CMMI,
ISO 9001, and the PMBOK® Guide are models we use, agile is something we are. For example, CMMI has a perspective of defining
what needs to occur for a product or service to be successfully delivered, while agile values describe why we take those actions. If
adopted in this way, CMMI makes agile stronger. [3]

Jim Bouchard, author of The Sensei Leader, sums it up: “Don’t
even attempt to transform your organization until you can transform yourself.” [4]

The Missing Layer in the Operating
System
While the Agile Manifesto excels in describing why we do what
we do, and industry frameworks and models describe what we
need to accomplish, there is little guidance for leaders or teams

Many leaders do not
realize the extent to which
they have to change the
way they behave.
All Is Not Well with Agile
While the popularity of agile frameworks like Scrum, Extreme
Programming, and Scaled Agile Framework cannot be understated, in some ways, they have been a victim of their own success.

on how to experience consistent success with self-organization and
agility.
This layer isn’t a process, but a set of guide rails that help leaders and team members recognize what large-scale agile looks like
and provide the ability to recognize, evaluate, and improve agile
performance. As I often tell conference audiences during my talks,
“It’s not magic. You just need to be able to recognize it.”
To succeed with “great big agile,” technology leaders and teams
can start by categorizing capability into three interdependent layers: why, what, and how.
“Why” models: The set of values and guiding principles that
are traced directly to the goals and methods of the organization.
With its guiding principles, the Agile Manifesto is perhaps the best
example.
“What” models: The set of frameworks, methods, roles, and
artifacts derived from industry-standard models or internal meth-

Large companies eager to replicate small company successes;

odologies. These models define what needs to be done and often

satisfy younger, more self-organizing employees; and to just sim-

provide examples that help us understand what we need to do

ply “go agile” have jumped on the agile bandwagon. Unfortunately,

while executing the software product development process.

they often give inadequate attention to the changes in governance,

“How” models: A set of behaviors, actions, and outcomes that

infrastructure, measurement, and training required to succeed.

helps define and evaluate organizational success and supports the

The results have been chaotic, with large organizations adopting

culture, goals, and objectives of the organization. “How” models

some elements of Scrum (e.g., daily standups and sprints) and

trace directly to established values, guiding principles, and frame-

force-fitting them with more traditional roles and techniques that

works to ensure that the behaviors exhibited by teams reflect the

are in conflict with agile values. This conflict dilutes the value of

values of the organization.
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An Operating System for Scalable Agility

holons that function first as autonomous wholes in supraordina-

AgileCxO’s Agile Performance Holarchy (APH) is an organi-

tion to their parts, secondly as dependent parts in a sub-ordination

zational operating system that encapsulates all three layers, pro-

to controls on higher levels, and thirdly in coordination with their

viding leaders with an integrated view of organizational agile

local environment.”

performance.

A holarchy works well for describing and evaluating agile per-

APH provides agile leaders and teams with a model to build,

formance, where behaviors are self-organizing and empirical and

evaluate, and sustain great agile behaviors and habits. It is not

the sequence of actions and outcomes is unpredictable, iterative,

an agile maturity model or a process, but an operating system for

and recursive, rather than procedural.

sustainable agility. Figure 1 shows how APH defines performance
circles and holons.

The APH is composed of interdependent actions and outcomes
that provide guidance for the behaviors, ceremonies, and tech-

Introduced in the 1967 book The Ghost in the Machine by Arthur

niques that might be performed to meet the outcomes by team

Koestler, holons are described as self-reliant entities that “possess

members, functional groups, and leaders throughout the organiza-

a degree of independence and can handle contingencies without

tion. Sequence, rigor, and intensity are determined by functional

asking higher authorities for instructions.” [5]

and project teams, not by management. There are several key APH

Koestler defines a holarchy as a “hierarchy of self-regulating

components.

Figure 1: The agile performance holarchy
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PERFORMANCE CIRCLES
Performance circles encapsulate a discrete set of behaviors

APH may evaluate performance circles to determine how they are
adopting, transforming, or mastering the behaviors of that circle.

with a set of actions and outcomes that are essential to successfully

There are six performance circles, each with a specific objec-

step through the process of adopting, transforming, and mastering

tive for leadership, depicted in the classic user story format of

large-scale agility.

role, mission, and business value. These are described in table 1 in

Organizations wishing to benchmark performance against the

Performance Circle

terms of goals and benefit.

Objective User Story

As an agile leader,
I want to project agile values, provide the environment, and establish a vision
so that my teams can be agile and successful in everything they do.

As an agile leader,
I want agile team members engaged in the planning and building of high
quality products
so that we deliver the solution as expected.

As a product owner,
I want to establish a roadmap, release plan, and backlog
so that the overall vision of the product or service can be realized.

As an agile leader,
I want teams and functional areas to learn and master self-organization and
agile ceremonies and techniques
so that the entire organization can benefit fully from agile adoption.
As an agile leader,
I want to confirm that teams are demonstrating agile values, methods, and
techniques as expected
so that I can understand what is working well and what needs improvement.
As an agile leader,
I want to foster a continuous improvement environment and engage with
agile partners
so that agile teams can grow their capabilities.
Table 1: Performance circles and objectives
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HOLONS

ACTIONS

Several holons are encapsulated within each performance cir-

An action is the specific behavior that is applied to meet a ho-

cle, and they represent a set of actions and outcomes that can effec-

lon’s objective. All behaviors in the holon should be demonstrated

tively stand alone but are also an integral part of a greater whole.

in order to meet the intent of the objective, and each must always

All the actions and outcomes should be implemented in order to

be aligned with agile values. The APH recommends agile ceremo-

realize the value of each holon.

nies and techniques that, when executed successfully, will meet the

There are eighteen independent holons within the APH, as
shown in table 2.

intent of the actions. Not being a process, the APH does not require
any ceremony or technique, although it does provide a list of po-

As an example, the engaging holon encourages the use of gemba walks, a process where leaders walk around to observe their
teams and “understand by seeing” in order to improve engagement and enable quality.

tential options for those who wish to benefit from their guidance.

CEREMONIES AND TECHNIQUES
Each action provides a recommended set of ceremonies and

Table 2: Holons within each performance circle define expected behaviors

OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES
Each holon describes objectives in a user story format that
should be met in order to instantiate the value of the holon. An
objective can be met by taking the defined actions in a manner and
behavior that is consistent with agile values.

techniques derived from agile and lean frameworks that can be
adopted to demonstrate the desired behavior and meet the intent
of the action.
The sixty-eight ceremonies and techniques described in the
APH include all the typical visual information indicators, roles,

Holons contain a set of outcomes, like the performance circle

expected behaviors, and actions, allowing leaders and all levels to

they are surrounded by, that can be used to evaluate, improve,

effectively play their roles as servant leaders and recognize, eval-

and sustain organizational agile performance within that context.

uate, and enable improved organizational performance where

The outcomes at the holon level are categorized into three levels,

needed.

adopting, transforming, and mastering, and are used to help leaders evaluate and improve their organization’s agile maturity.

Large-scale agility requires large-scale self-organization, but it
isn’t magic. Contrary to the claims of many agile-like practitioners

For example, the objective and outcomes of the delivering

that “agile doesn’t use process,” agile uses a lot of process; howev-

holon, part of the crafting performance circle, are depicted in

er, it may not be the kind you’re used to. The freedom to successful-

table 3.

ly self-organize results in freedom through mastery.

Table 3: Leaders can assess each holon’s objectives and determine which outcomes have been met
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Self-organizing teams must also learn their craft, practice their
forms, and progress through the stages of adopting, transforming,
and mastering agility in order to be self-reliant.
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According to VersionOne’s “11th Annual State of Agile Report,”
98 percent of respondents who believed they were agile reported
success with agile projects. [6] That’s a stunning statistic, but it isn’t
a coincidence. When agile works, the results are spectacular.
However, the same survey said that many organizations report
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a conflict between corporate policies and agile vales, that leadership lacked the skills to enable agile teams, and that more than half
were still maturing years after adoption.
Successful agile organizations are not successful because they
adopt popular ceremonies or frameworks. They are successful because they are committed to open, collaborative, and transparent
servant leadership at all levels, and they have cultures where failure and risk are not punished, but celebrated as a way to learn and
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improve. Strong agile organizations are learning organizations
that can demonstrate a mastery of self-organization.
For those companies, the behaviors they exhibit are the natural outcome of organizational culture change, and they produce
better results when they align with the rules of nature, which con-
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They succeed because they rely on trust, collaboration, and deep
respect for team members, and they recognize that while teaming

every month.

is highly valued, personal commitment to behavioral excellence is
the prime directive. In other words, an agile culture aligns with
the rules of nature, and successful agile teams are those that have
mastered both self-organization and personal self-reliance.
Conversely, if an organization is autocratic, with a high degree
of secrecy, distrust, and negativity; blames people for failures; and
is generally low in trust, then they will struggle with agile adoption. Without an “operating system” upgrade, they can never re-
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alize the benefits of organizational agility. For those companies,
adopting Scrum or Extreme Programming, both excellent frameworks, can be misleading. They feel agile, but, in practice, they
are anything but. This will come back to bite them in the form of
missed deadlines, high turnover, unhappy customers, low quality,
and high cost. This eventually leads management to declare, “We
tried agile, and it didn’t work for us.”
To summarize, the agile performance holarchy provides leaders and teams with objectives, outcomes, and behavioral guide
rails to succeed. Along with an assessment method, training, and
certifications you can chart a course to a high-performing agile future.
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